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MacLeod cancels ‘the good samaritan’
BECCA FOLEY

EMILY BIRNBAUM
NEWS EDITOR

Wendy MacLeod canceled the
premiere of her latest play on Jan. 31
after it was widely criticized for its
representation of an undocumented
Guatemalan minor, as well as its treatment of topics such as race, class and
sexual orientation.
MacLeod is a professor of drama
and the James Michael playwright-inresidence. The play, The Good Samari-

tan, was scheduled to premiere April 5
at the Bolton Theater. MacLeod wrote
in the Jan. 31 announcement that
she was canceling the play “out of respect for the concerns of students and
members of the faculty.”
Students and faculty, particularly
members of the College’s Latinx community, came out strongly against the
play after the script’s release via email
on Jan. 6. Sebastián Chávez Erazo ’18,
the co-president of Latinx student association Adelante, said many feel the

sole Latino character Hector is a “racist, harmful representation of a Guatemalan youth.”
“I know some struggled with the
script’s satiric elements,” MacLeod
wrote. “But Freud aptly wrote that humor is about ‘bringing the repressed
into light.’” MacLeod declined an
interview with Collegian after multiple requests for comment and a list
of questions were emailed to her. She
referred the publication to her public
statement.

The play is based on a true story:
in 2017, a group of men in Marion
County, fewer than 50 miles from
the College, were indicted on federal
charges for smuggling Guatemalan
workers and forcing them to work on
an egg farm for up to 12 hours per day,
according to a Dec. 28 Toledo Blade
article. Some of the workers were 14
and 15 years old.
The Good Samaritan imagines
what might happen if one of the minors involved in this forced labor op-

eration escaped to a nearby liberal arts
school. The play takes place in a dorm
room as a group of privileged white
students decide what to do after one
of them finds Hector in the backseat
of her car.
The play is labeled a comedy,
and much of the play’s humor is told
through the cultural insensitivity of
the white students. The play’s bisexual
character is taunted and speculated
over, while the rural white farmer
speaks in exaggerated page 3

Library construction affects parking

All South 1 spots for students
will go to faculty and staff.
LAUREN ELLER | MANAGING EDITOR

What does it

Students who bring a car to Kenyon can occasionally avoid the experience of its “walking campus.” But as of next year, some students who park on
the Hill may have to do a lot more walking.
Beginning in June, all of the 108 faculty and staff
parking spots outside of Olin and Chalmers LiFRANCES SAUX
brary will be removed, according to the Buildings
Juniper Cruz ’19 leads Whiteness Group, an organization she founded to discuss white identity and allyship.
and Grounds Committee meeting minutes this past
Sunday, Jan. 28. This is due to the pending con- FRANCES SAUX
of white people in zombie literature. In Tuesday drew an equally large crowd,
struction on the library, according to Buildings and ASSOCIATE COPY EDITOR
high school, Cruz’s advisor tried to start a mostly made up of white students.
Grounds Chairperson Ella Dixon ’20. Consequentdiscussion group about white identity afCruz said she has received a few conly, those parking spaces will be moved elsewhere.
Some ground rules at the Snowden ter some white students complained about fused emails asking if the group is for
The spots in South 1 currently designated for Multicultural Center’s Whiteness Group: the school’s other cultural organizations, white supremacists. It is actually the opstudents will be made into faculty and staff park- If you have an unpopular opinion, speak such as the black student union and the posite of that: The discussions explore
ing, as well as the spaces in the Norton and Lewis up. No white person can ask a person of men of color group. “He said, ‘Sure, let’s what it means to be a white person while
Residence Hall lots. More student parking will be color questions; white people must try to talk about white privilege, let’s talk about benefiting from societal privilege, as well
added in what is now the South 2 parking lot, lo- answer their questions for themselves. how to be a white ally,’” Cruz said.
as what it means to be a white ally to marcated near the Kenyon Athletic Center.
And no spreading rumors about what
When her advisor actually founded ginalized groups. At the first meeting,
The new student parking will expand the South 2 people say during the meetings.
the group, nobody showed up.
people defined whiteness as “power,” or as
parking by using a lot by the tennis courts, which is
Juniper Cruz ’19, the founder of
But close to 50 people came to “lacking a historical perspective.” White
usually empty, and as by building an additional lot, Whiteness Group and the manager of Snowden’s Whiteness Group meeting last people talked about how they were often
according to Dixon.
Snowden, thinks a lot about whiteness. week, and another 30 contacted Cruz say- able to feel more comfortable in certain
These three lots will all be called “SOUTH Park- Last summer, she did a Summer Scholars ing they wanted to come but had class, environments because of their whiteness.
ing” and will include a Knox Area Transit page 2 research project about the representation Cruz said. The second meeting this past
One of Cruz’s missions page 3

mean to be white?
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Village Record
Jan. 25 — Jan. 31

Jan. 25, 10:19 p.m. — Students found engaging in drug use on North Campus.
Jan. 27, 11:45 p.m. — Students found shooting fireworks out of dorm window on South Campus.
Jan. 28, 12:30 p.m. — Underage students found intoxicated on North Campus.

College to add student parking
Continued from Page 1

(KAT) shuttle stop and a bike
rack. In total, there will be
425 spots for students in the
south lot, per the Buildings and
Grounds Committee email.
Dixon added that the change
would actually increase the
availability of student parking.
There are currently around 450
parking spots for students, but
there will be a little over 500
after the shifts. “It’s actually a
gain, even though I understand
that it’s a little bit further down,”
she said.
Chief Business Officer Mark
Kohlman added that “These are
permanent changes.”
Around 30 spots will be reserved for first years, which
Kohlman said is a typical num-

ber, and the New Apartments
parking will remain the same.
The Watson Residence Hall lot
will also retain its student spots
with around 25 spaces.
Jess Kotnour ’19 lives in a
New Apartment this year and
parks their car in South 1. They
volunteer twice a week off campus and intern at a veterinary
office in Mount Vernon once
a week at 8 a.m. They said they
understand the need for faculty
parking, but think that students
who work off-campus may not
have been taken into account in
the decision-making process.
“There’s also students that are
having to use their cars for offcampus things that I think Kenyon values and that I think they
should value,” they said.
Grant Carr ’19 also parks on
campus, but doesn’t think that

COURTESY OF RON GRIGGS

moving student spots from South
1 to South 2 will be a significant
change. “I’ve never found the
distance between those to be that
noticeable,” he said, but added
that upperclass students living
north should be given priority
in the parking assignments. In
the past, parking registration has
been prioritized by class year.
Although she said she can’t
speak for the student body as a
whole, Dixon plans on bringing
her own car to campus next year
despite the parking changes.
“We’re not trying to discourage students necessarily from
bringing cars — that isn’t our
intention,” she said. “This is just
kind of the way things happened
with all of the construction.”
Bill Gardner contributed reporting.

CORRECTIONS
In the Jan. 25 issue, the Collegian misidentified the name of Kenyon’s new Spanishlanguage newspaper as El Medio Camino rather than its actual name, A medio camino. It
also claimed the name translates to “Middle Path.” In fact, the name is only inspired by
Middle Path and literally translates to “halfway there.” Finally, the Collegian stated that
the Community Outreach section of the newspaper would cover issues related to the
Spanish-speaking community in Knox County, when the Community Outreach section
will actually cover all kinds of local news.
The photo for the article “Ladies extend North Coast Athletic Conference dominance”
was incorrectly attributed to Kenyon Athletics. It was taken by Eryn Powell.
The photo of Nate Silver was miscredited to Nate Silver. It was courtesy of WikiMedia
Commons.
The Collegian incorrectly listed Daniel Hojnacki as placing fifth in the 60-meter dash
in the article “Lords and Ladies place third, fourth in Wooster Quad Meet.” Hojnacki
placed fifth in the 3,000-meter dash. The Collegian also incorrectly named Vincent
Lewis as a member of the distance medley team. Ben Bratzler ’21 was the correct final
member of the relay team.
The Collegian regrets these errors.
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The College will place three modular units on Ransom Lawn to serve as
study spaces during the two years of construction of the new library.

Study space construction will begin in June
BETUL AYDIN
NEWS ASSISTANT

The construction of the new library
will begin in June 2018 and is expected
to last until the summer of 2020. During this period, the College will provide a variety of study spaces throughout campus. The plans for these study
spaces have been updated and continue
to change.
Creating interim locations for the
new study spaces will involve adding
more study spaces in existing buildings
and adding temporary modular units,
according to Vice President for Library and Information Services Ronald
Griggs. There will be four trailers, three
of which will be on Ransom Lawn. The
fourth will be between Watson and
Norton Residence Halls.
Some of the existing locations that
will be repurposed to hold more seats
include the Gund Residence Hall
lounge, the Gund Commons game
room and computer lab, Philomathesian Hall on Ascension Hall’s second
floor and Nu Pi Kappa room on Ascension’s third floor, according to Associate
Vice President for LBIS and Library Director Amy Badertscher. These rooms
will have furniture from the library
added to them.
“We are working trying to make
those things easier so that the inconvenience will be minimal,” Badertscher
said.
Two Village retail spaces are also
among the temporary locations designated for studying and will hold around
100 seats, with 50 in each building.
Once the Bookstore moves to its renovated space, construction for the Village retail spaces will begin. Seth Millam, the construction project manager,
expects the Bookstore to be finished by
the second week of spring break.
The goal is to finish construction for

the Village spaces by Oct. 1, but there is
a chance that it will be delayed until November, according to Griggs.
The library has around 600 seats,
and using the same furniture, the study
spaces will have just as many seats. “The
working idea is that there will be no net
loss,” Director of Collection Services
Chris Hudson said.
Hudson is on the logistics team
planning how to manage library services and study spaces during the construction. The logistics team continues
to work on plans as to how they will
arrange the chosen study locations and
hope to have plans finalized by May 1.
“Our plans continue to make small adjustments,” Griggs said.
Some library policies may change to
make the temporary study spaces easier
to navigate in. For example, LBIS might
extend the loan rules for borrowing
computers to make access easier for students, according to Badertscher.
All the books in the library will be
kept in a storage building on the east
edge of the athletic facilities by the Kokosing Gap Trail. The construction for
this building started at the end of last
year, according to Millam. During the
next academic year, students can check
out books from this building on a request system through the LBIS website
and they will be able to pick up their
requests after they are delivered to the
modular units. This semester, the catalog has been updated with this request
system for books to help students get
used to the new feature of the library.
There were several open forums for
staff, faculty and students to discuss
proposed plans earlier this year, and as
plans finalize, the team hopes to show
updated plans to the students for feedback.
The library will be closed to the public after graduation, and the movingout process will start by the end of May.

Advertising and Subscriptions
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Latinx community mobilizes against ‘racist, harmful’ play
Continued from Page 1

rural slang — but most of the play’s dialogue revolves around 15-year-old Hector.
He does not speak English and the
students who speak Spanish continually
misinterpret and misspeak when they
try to communicate with him. He has
slightly over 130 lines in the 139-page
play, and the majority of them are under 10 words. “Guatemala,” he says, patting his chest; “huevos,” meaning eggs;
“gracias,” meaning thank you. Professor of Spanish Clara Román-Odio said
she has identified 40 instances of ethnic
insensitivity in the play. For example,
the characters continually claim Hector
is from Argentina though he says he is
from Guatemala. They also repeatedly
refer to him as “illegal.”
Some of the Spanish in the play is
either mistranslated or basic. In one
section, Hector and another character,
Adam, speak in a language that seems
more Italian than Spanish.
“The Good Samaritan supposedly addresses the ‘topical issue’ of Latin American immigration in the United States,”
Camila Wise ’20, public relations manager of Adelante, said. “However, Hector does not feel like a main character.
Instead, it is obvious that he is used as
a plot device for the white characters’
comedy.”
Responses from the Latinx
community
In her Jan. 6 email to the campus,
MacLeod invited people to attend a
public forum with the play’s production
team, departmental faculty and herself
(the playwright) on Feb. 1 at 11:10 a.m.
in the Hill Theater. She wrote she would
talk about “what inspired and informed
the play, the story it tells, and how comedy can be a force for change.” She encouraged attendees to ask questions.
In her later announcement, she said
she will no longer be attending the forum at the Hill Theater on Feb. 1 “in the
hopes that the community can get to issues larger than a single play.” The forum will still proceed as planned without MacLeod.
Adelante responded to the announcement of the show’s cancellation
in a public statement on Jan. 31. In an
emailed statement to the campus, the
group wrote: “It is inexcusable that you

fail to offer an apology to the group directly affected by the representations
in your play, those of us who, on top of
constantly justifying and affirming our
presence on this campus, have to now
bear the emotional and psychological
labor of expressing to the wider Kenyon
community, within the confines of ‘civil discourse,’ why these misrepresentations are detrimental.”
The statement encouraged MacLeod
to attend, “as it would be an opportunity for yourself, as well as everyone in
attendance, to genuinely hear the voices
of Latinx youths, voices that have been
historically silenced.”
The executive board of Adelante —
which includes Lesly Maldonado ’20,
Eduardo Vargas ’18, Sabrina Serrano
’18, Chávez Erazo and Wise — met with
faculty and members of the administration, including Vice President for Student Affairs Meredith Harper Bonham
’92 and Dean of Students Robin Hart
Ruthenbeck, on Jan. 30.
At the meeting, the members of Adelante were told MacLeod’s play was
protected under the College’s “freedom
of expression” clause. The faculty reaffirmed their commitment to freedom of
expression in a statement last year.
Alma, who asked that only her first
name be used to protect her privacy,
said the play’s cancellation cannot ameliorate the harm it caused. She came into
the country without immigration documentation in 2006, at the age of 10. “My
DACA [Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals] expires in less than two years,”
Alma said. “I cried hours and hours after reading MacLeod’s script because I
could not explain to my peers why it had
made me so mad.”
“It is hard to explain why even an
apology cannot erase the trauma of
leaving your home country, of enduring
poverty and disease without the help of
food stamps or health insurance, of entering another country where you are
the scapegoat to all the issues thrown
around,” Alma said.
She said the play’s use of stereotypes
was particularly harmful. “It hurts
when jokes about cocaine and alcohol
are associated with marginalized communities,” Alma said. At the beginning
of the play, one of the characters, Lexy,
mistakes Hector’s request for hot cocoa
as a request for cocaine.
“It hurts when I wonder if that is

what the people here think about me. It
hurts when you see it written all over a
single script,” Alma said.
President Sean Decatur urged the Kenyon community to engage in respectful
dialogue about the play in a Jan. 30 news
bulletin.
To Chávez Erazo, the co-president of
Adelante, Decatur’s statement missed
the point. “This shouldn’t be framed
as an opportunity to talk about race,”
Chávez Erazo said. “Rather, that would
be derailing the work that we as students of color are already doing. We
don’t need a racist, harmful representation ... to be the springboard for the
conversation.”
Students and faculty within the
drama department said they were anxious about MacLeod’s play for several
months. “The first problem I noticed
with this play was last semester when
the name was ‘Juan Deere,’” drama major Jono Bornstein ’18 said. (The title
referred to tractor company John Deere
Tractors.) “Everyone in the [drama]
community was like, ‘That’s a racist
pun,’ so we were all a little bit apprehensive about ‘what’s this play going to be
about?’”
MacLeod ultimately changed the
name. “The story is not about that character, so that was misleading,” Balinda
Craig-Quijada, chair of the dance, drama and film department and professor
of dance, said.
It is typical for playwrights-in-residence to produce their own plays to
stage at the Bolton Theater. But there
was less oversight over MacLeod’s writing process than is typical, Thomas S.
Turgeon Professor of Drama Jonathan
Tazewell said. He said MacLeod was in
Rome leading the Kenyon-Rome program when she began writing the play,
which meant the department had less
contact with her.
Last week, the drama department
faculty, some of whom had access to the
play, encouraged MacLeod to engage
“in some kind of open forum where she
could answer questions and hear feedback,” Tazewell said.
“[The public forum] was a response
to the controversy that was brewing in
various circles,” Craig-Quijada said.
“In the department meeting last week,
we discussed that it might be best to be
completely transparent and make the
script available to everybody.”

Not the first time: The Ballad of
Bonnie Prince Chucky
Bornstein also said this is not the
first time MacLeod’s representation
of a minority character has been criticized. MacLeod wrote and directed The
Ballad of Bonnie Prince Chucky, which
premiered in October 2014. On her website, the play’s description reads: “When
the rugby captain at a Scottish boarding school declares himself king … the
players (boys, girls and the conf licted)
fight for the right to rule and the right
to be called Charlie.” One of the characters in the play is a trans man.
“That play was pretty transphobic
in how it dealt with the one transgender character,” Bornstein said. “It had a
lot of similar problems [to The Good Samaritan] — it tossed around this transgender character without giving them
agency, using them as a prop in the play
instead of anything else.”
Emma Longstreth ’18 said it was the
first mainstage show she saw at Kenyon.
“I walked out with a weird feeling about
it,” Longstreth said. “Over time, I realized it was because it felt as if the trans
character’s entire identity was being
trans. It felt like the character was there
for a plot device.”
Longstreth feels that there are important differences between The Good
Samaritan and The Ballad of Bonnie
Prince Chucky. “I would say that the Latino character in The Good Samaritan is
a little different, because the trans character was never played off for jokes.”
Though Longstreth remembers some
people mentioning that the play made
them uncomfortable and tokenized the
trans character, this criticism was not
“anywhere near the response that The
Good Samaritan has garnered.”
Going forward
In a meeting with the Collegian,
the members of the Adelante executive
board emphasized how physically and
mentally exhausting the experience has
been. “We’re all either immigrants or
children of immigrants, or grandchildren,” Vargas said. “And we just ask
that our stories be treated with respect.
These stories are painful, stories about
pain and trauma … not just crossing
the border itself, but coming into this
country and living as a border subject.
When these experiences are reduced
and robbed of their complexity, I don’t
think it has a space at Kenyon.”

Whiteness Group asks: ‘How should we respond to the play?’
Continued from Page 1

for the group, however, is to not
just talk about problems, but also
figure out how to solve them.
“Racism is a white people problem,” she said at the first meeting.
At the group’s second meeting,
Cruz guided a discussion about
James Michael Playwright-inResidence Wendy MacLeod’s new
play, The Good Samaritan, which
was criticized this week for what
people found to be its flat and offensive portrayal of an undocumented Guatemalan immigrant.
(MacLeod announced yesterday

she would not produce the play at
Kenyon this semester.)
When people started listing the
flaws of the play, Cruz guided the
discussion in a different direction.
Instead of merely talking about all
the ways the play was offensive,
how might white people respond
publicly and constructively? At
the public discussion of the play,
how might white people explain
what they found offensive about it?
“This whole situation brings
up an interesting dynamic: Come
Thursday common hour, I hope
that a lot of students are there,”
Cruz said, “and I hope that a lot of
students are speaking up about it.”

Next week’s meeting will likely
address the experience of ethnic
and national identities (Irish, for
instance, or Finnish) that fit within the category of whiteness. Cruz
is open to suggestions about possible discussion topics.
Many of those who have attended the meetings so far felt a responsibility to do so. Some also felt
a sense of relief. Devon Chodzin
’19 wanted to engage with whiteness in a way that wasn’t just “selfflagellation,” he said. “I feel like
a lot of times, with other white
Kenyon students, we have just
made dark humor jokes about our
whiteness.”

Rachel Kessler, the priest-incharge and chaplain of the Harcourt Parish, attended the second
meeting. In an email to the Collegian, she wrote, “As white people,
we can become paralyzed by our
sense of shame for our racial privilege or by our fear of accidentally
saying something problematic.
Neither of those impulses are actually productive for combating
racism and white supremacy.”
Cruz said she did a lot of reading in preparation for the group.
She read about how similar groups
functioned; she read essays on the
internet, at least one book and several academic articles. She also

consulted some professors about
how to best lead a discussion.
So far, she has been happy
about the way the meetings have
been going.
“White allies have a reputation of talking a lot, putting a lot
on social media, but not really doing anything about it,” Cruz said.
“Not doing much besides default
sharing. I’m really pleasantly surprised so many came to take a
good hour out of their day to come
here.”
Whiteness Group meets at the
Snowden Multicultural Center every Tuesday at 4:10 p.m.
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After a sudden move, WKCO searches for a sense of place

The station’s general managers have faced challenges adapting to their location in Peirce.
BILL GARDNER
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

WKCO (91.9) does not have drawings on
the wall in their new studio in Peirce Dining Hall. This is something the radio station’s general managers said they miss the
most about their old space. When the studio
was located underneath Farr Hall, the scribblings on the wall gave WKCO an aesthetic
that made the place feel like it was independent of the College. While the managers are
making the best of the space they have, it’s
hard to recapture this feeling on the third
floor of the dining hall.
“It is such a bummer because students

love expressing themselves by drawing on
the walls every year,” Stephanie Holstein
’18, one of the managers, said. “But we have
Post-Its, which is about as much as we can
do.”
This unfamiliarity has been a recurring
struggle for WKCO this year. After a forced
move due to the renovation of Farr Hall, the
WKCO general managers are trying to establish a sense of place for the station while
they wait for their transition back into the
renovated building next year.
This has led to a question that they usually don’t hear: “Where are you now?” They
also face a lack of exposure to the first-year
class.

BECCA FOLEY

WKCO’s new studio lacks the aesthetic qualities that made the station’s space feel
like home to student members, but they’re optimistic about WKCO’s future.

They also got a new website — wkco919.
org — but had to change their domain
name. Over winter break, a website advertising adult content bought the domain wkco.
org while it was briefly available, compelling
them to alert the College to take their original website off of all their official brochures
and pamphlets. On the bright side, their
new website may allow them to sell t-shirts
online, which will give them the ability to
increase their revenue.
For a while, the managers were also worried about the fate of the WKCO record collection. Because they did not have a space
for the records, they started selling them,
hoping to find them a new home while they
waited for the College to grant WKCO a
space where they could store them.
This led to a largely successful records
sale that amounted to $600. Chief Business
Officer Mark Kohlman also told WKCO
that they can use the loft of Colburn Hall
as a recording studio as well as a temporary
storage space. Kohlman said they can move
into the space sometime next week.
“We have had a feeling of misplacement,
so I feel like having a place to store the records is symbolic of that they do understand
our position in the community,” Holstein
said. “It is slow-moving, but that’s the College administration, the red tape.”
Jake Zeisel ’19, a recording specialist for
WKCO, said that while the College has offered to help move their equipment, he will

be largely responsible for setting it all up
in the new space. In general, he does not
think the administration has been helpful
to WKCO during the transition. He said the
College originally wanted to move WKCO
into the Wright Center in Mount Vernon,
but they had to tell Kohlman that it wouldn’t
work, since none of them had cars.
Daniela Grande ’20, a music director,
said WKCO is still operating successfully,
despite the setbacks that come with moving
to a new location. They are already planning
their annual WKCO Fest at the same time
as Social Board’s Spring Festival. This year,
however, they will not feature alumni bands,
and they will limit the number of the bands
who perform, hoping to keep the event
around six hours instead of the usual 12.
The managers are optimistic about the
direction in which WKCO is heading, even
if they lack their usual sense of place this
year.
“We definitely feel like we’re more under
the College’s domain being in Peirce. That’s
kind of essentially our student union as of
now. So it will be nice to get to our old location,” Holstein said. “But we’re making the
best of our space here. We made it colorful,
we made it homey.”
Holstein and other members decorated
the walls with posters, drawings and fabric
in an attempt to bring back the old feel of
the space — but, for WKCO, there’s no place
like home.

McCrory to transition from job as VP for College Relations
In March she will switch roles, joining Kenyon’s Community Outreach team as its director.
MAYA LOWENSTEIN
ASSOCIATE COPY EDITOR

Heidi Hansen McCrory
will take over Kenyon’s outreach efforts to the Knox
County community. McCrory
currently works as Vice President for College Relations.
In mid-January, a StudentInfo news bulletin announced
McCrory’s appointment as senior advisor for community
relations. This new administrative position will replace
Jen Odenweller’s current position as the director of community partnerships for the
College. Odenweller will begin work as director of the
Ariel Foundation in March.
McCrory will oversee Kenyon’s Office for Community
Partnerships located in the
Wright Center in Mount Vernon.
President Sean Decatur
wrote in an email to the Collegian that he decided to appoint McCrory to the community relations position. The
decision arose from conversations between Decatur, Odenweller, members of the provost’s office and the broader
community. The search committee for the new vice president of college relations is led
by Emeritus Trustee Barry
Schwartz ’70 H’15.

A major change between
Odenweller’s current position
and McCrory’s new position
is Decatur’s inf luence. The
director of community partnerships position was primarily part of the provost’s office.
Decatur’s vision includes
McCrory reporting directly
to the president in order to
“raise [the] visibility” of the
position.
“I can think of no better
partner in this phase of our
work,” Decatur said in the
news bulletin. “Heidi brings
a deep knowledge of Kenyon
and community resources, a
capacity to work with a diverse set of stakeholders, and
a track record for matching
talent and resources to a strategic vision.”
Phillip Gray Clark ’17, who
served as student council
president during the 2016-17
academic year, perceives McCrory as lacking experience
in the Mount Vernon and
Knox County area. Appointing someone who “has been
involved in the community
and knows the community
is ... always a great option,”
Clark said.
Before McCrory leaves her
current position, she will continue working on the Capital
Campaign alongside Decatur. The Capital Campaign is

a fundraiser focused on bolstering the College’s endowment alongside other initiatives to fund financial aid and
the West Quad construction,
McCrory said.
The campaign is still in the
“quiet phase,” which means
the Office of College Relations is working with a small
group of board members and
volunteers, McCrory said.
The preliminary goal of the
campaign is $300 million, and
about $196 million has been
raised thus far. The campaign
is set to go public among a
wider circle of donors on Oct.
13, 2018, which will coincide
with McCrory beginning her
new position, according to
Decatur.
During McCrory’s tenure,
the College secured the largest gift in its history — $75
million from an anonymous
donor — to adapt Kenyon’s
campus for excellence and innovation in its third century,
according to the news bulletin.
McCrory will continue
Odenweller’s efforts to establish community partnerships
between the College and the
local community.
Decatur highlighted an upcoming initiative between the
College and Mount Vernon.
Kenyon is co-sponsoring a

COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGE

Heidi McCrory will take on her new role in March. McCrory will continue working on the Capital Campaign before this time.

project involving the development of a “maker space”
in Mount Vernon that would
provide technology for local entrepreneurs, boost resources for local schools and
provide a facility with “stateof-the-art fabrication tools
accessible to Kenyon faculty

and staff projects,” according
to Decatur’s email to the Collegian.
McCrory said she looks
forward to “the opportunity
for students to engage with
Mount Vernon, Knox County
and even broader in Central
Ohio.”
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AVI-New Hope collaboration furthers employment options
AVI at Peirce partners with the non-profit to offer opportunities to workers with disabilities.
DORA SEGALL
FEATURES EDITOR

ed through New Hope. Wisbey also
hires employees with disabilities from
Just inside Peirce Dining Hall’s smaller-scale service providers.
servery, on top of the wooden shelves
AVI employees from New Hope
stocked with granola to the left of the receive job coaching beyond the typidoorway, rest four awards. Two recent cal training process. Allegra Sherones read “Employer of the Year” and man, one of New Hope’s community
“Certificate of Appreciation.”
service specialists, assists potential
AVI Foodsystems received the hirees with the application process
plaques in honor of their commit- and continues to serve as a liason
ment to employing people with a vari- between Wisbey and the employees
ety of disabilities in partnership with once they begin work. When someNew Hope, a nonprofit based in Knox one new trains for a job at AVI, she
County that aims to assist these indi- learns it along with them.
viduals with a variety of services.
“I know about every corner of this
“Everyone has a right to earn a pay- place,” she said.
check, regardless of what your skill caWisbey works with New Hope
pacity is,” Chris
in other ways.
topher Wisbey,
New Hope opresident direcerates
what
tor of AVI, said
they
call
the
Everyone has a
in an interview
Summer Youth
right to earn a paycheck,
with the ColleWork Experiregardless of what your
gian.
ence Program
skill capacity is.
Wisbey
in addition to
said he has infinding
emcreased
the Resident Director of AVI
ployment for
company’s in- Christopher Wisbey
adults with disvolvement with
abilities. The
New
Hope
program runs
since his arrival in January 2017. He for a total of 100 hours over the course
has hired a greater number of people of five weeks and serves to assist teenwhom New Hope recommends for agers with disabilities ages 14 to 21
jobs like busing tables and working with the transition from high school
dish return.
to the working world.
“Chris and his team have really
“I started in the middle of the
been especially good,” Terri Pribonic, summer when I was 16, learned how
the New Hope community employ- to do the job, and I’ve been with them
ment services manager, said. “They’ve for two years,” Lakota Muston, who
always been very good to us … to works with AVI in the dish return,
give our people a chance.” Around said. Wisbey hired Muston along with
six of nearly 100 people currently em- another high school graduate upon
ployed by AVI at Peirce were connect- their completion of the summer pro-
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Wisbey poses between New Hope’s Allegra Sherman (left) and Terri Pribonic. Sherman and Wisbey
are holding awards to AVI for New Hope’s “Employer of the Year” and “Certificate of Appreciation.”

gram, and he said that she is one of his
best employees. She had the opportunity to attend New Hope’s annual
breakfast in October along with Wisbey and another AVI employee, where
she spoke about her work experience.
“It’s been fun working here, and
hard work too,” she said. She said
she learned a lot from Sherman,
who comes in at least once a month
on Thursdays and Fridays to work

through any challenges Chris may be
facing with new employees.
“If it’s maybe not a good day, but I
see a girl in here, and I know that she
wants to make this place her career ...
just to know that with the union, she’s
going to be making more and more
money here, that’s why I do it,” Sherman said.
Pribonic, who organized the summer program after she joined New

Hope full time in 2008, remarked
that “People are giving back to the
community, they’re finding purpose,
they’re finding self-worth.”
Wisbey is happy with the the quality of AVI’s relationship with New
Hope. “I think our team has adjusted
to the fact that that’s the way it’s going
to be, especially when I’m here,” he
said. “It’s not going to change because
we are part of the community.”

Senior Class Total:

Junior Class Total:

Sophomore Class Total:

First-Year Class Total:

17

17

18

13

Answer

Ian George ‘18

Tom Stanton ‘19

Nathan Chandler ‘20

Ali Fox ‘21

From what book did Hillary
Clinton read at the Grammys?

Fire and Fury by
Michael Wolff

Sound and the Fury

To Kill a Mockingbird

No clue

Her own book

Which musical artist won Song
and Record Of The Year at the
Grammys?

Bruno Mars

Bruno Mars

Bruno Mars

Bruno Mars

Lorde

Who recently stepped down as
deputy director of the FBI?

Andrew McCabe

Comey

McCabe

Don’t remember

I don’t know

Who will be this year’s
Commencement speaker?

Nate Silver

Political analysis guy Nick

Nate Silver

Nate Silver

John Commencement
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Local branch of rental video chain persists in Netflix era
KIM DAVIDSON

DVDs line the shelves of Family Video’s Mount Vernon location. The video rental store recieves continued patronage from a loyal customer base of movie enthusiasts.
SHARA MORGAN
STAFF WRITER

In the era of online streaming, it
might be surprising to see a video
store still standing. On Coshocton
Avenue in Mount Vernon, however,
one can find just that.
Family Video in Mount Vernon, a
spacious shop filled with DVDs and
video games, is part of a rental video chain that has persisted through
the digital age. Blockbuster, which
had about 9,000 stores open in 2004,
now only has about 50. Family Video maintains more than 745 stores to
date and is the largest company of its

kind in America. Laci Showalter, the
manager of the Mount Vernon Family
Video, is not surprised by the chain’s
resilience.
“People still love to come to the
movie store because they want to feel
it, they want to touch it, they want
to ask your opinion on it,” she said,
gesturing to the DVDs around her
and picking one up. “You could spend
an hour scrolling through Netf lix or
Amazon Prime or one of those other
services and still not find anything
you want to watch.”
For Showalter and other local
movie buffs, the video store is more

than just a place to rent movies; it is
a meeting ground. “People know each
other about town and they’ll stand in
here and talk about movies,” she said.
The store is stocked extensively
with DVDs, video games and movie
snacks. TVs spread out along the walls
playing trailers for films and games. A
window on one side connects the shop
to the adjoining Marco’s Pizza, which
is partnered with Family Video. The
typical clientele consists mostly of
regulars who come in to rent movies
at the start of the weekend.
She believes this consistency and
familiarity is what makes the store

appealing for both employees and
customers. “You get somebody who
comes in and you know they’re a big
fan of horror movies, [so] you’re like,
‘Oh hey, the new Jigsaw came out,
you’ve got to go see it,’” she said. “I
think it’s our customer service and
our general knowledge [that] keeps
people coming back.”
This sort of personal touch might
be what kept Family Video af loat. For
Showalter, this is of the utmost importance for her and the company as
a whole. “That’s why we call it Family Video — we treat our customers as
family.”

Put on ice: the history of Kenyon’s extinct ice hockey team

The club may have borrowed its name from Slap Shot, a 1977 movie starring Paul Newman.
ZACK EYDENBERG AND
CAMERON AUSTIN
COPY EDITOR AND STAFF
WRITER

nearest ice rink in Newark,
Ohio to practice and compete.
They enjoyed a 5-2 record in
1976-77, but at the end of the
Though central Ohio lays decade the College cut funding
claim to its own professional for the program, giving them a
hockey team, the Columbus clear disadvantage in competiBlue Jackets, Kenyon College tion.
has limited winter sports opA Collegian editorial in 1979
portunities. This was not al- calls for the construction of
ways the case. The College an ice rink in Mount Vernon,
had an active ice hockey team an idea which apparently had
from the 1970s until the 2000s, been circulating for years. The
regularly competing against editorial mentions Mount Verschools such as Denison, Wit- non mayoral candidate Betty
tenberg, Ohio-Wesleyan and Winand campaigning on “the
Baldwin-Wallace.
social and recreational benefits
The date of the team’s in- of such a rink.” The editorial
ception isn’t
asks, “Does a
clear, but by
skating rink
1979
they
stand an iciIt was just a
had become
cle’s chance
group of peothe “Kenyon
ple who loved the game in July of beChiefs.” The
ing built?”
team name and wanted to find a
The answer
may
refer- way to play it.
turned out to
ence the 1977
be no.
comedy film Rachel Johnson ’03
Despite
Slap
Shot,
the lack of
which stars
a rink, club
Paul Newman ’49 and chroni- hockey had returned to Kencles the misadventures of a fail- yon by the late ’80s. The Chiefs
ing minor league hockey team played a full season in 1989named the Charleston Chiefs. 90, with senior player Dawson
By 1996 they had changed their Driscoll ’90 quoted as saying
name to the Lords to match the he “hasn’t had a losing season
other Kenyon sports teams.
at Kenyon.”
During the 1970s, the team
The atmosphere around
would drive 45 minutes to the the sport stayed lighthearted

“
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The team was active from the 1970’s to the 2000’s and often had to travel far to find a usable ice rink.

throughout its tenure. In Collegian articles from 1990, players regularly admitted to being “still hungover from the
weekend.” While there was
interest in playing hockey at
Kenyon, there was little interest in watching it. A van had
been chartered later that year
to bring students to the games,
but attendance that year ranged
from “ten,” on December 7, to
“not a single Kenyon fan,” on
January 25, according to Collegian reporter Dickie Dunn.
The article went on to say that
“even Coach Jim Studford was

missing.”
The team struggled in the
1990s but turned it around by
the end of the decade, according to Gregory Davis ’97, who
was co-captain of the team. He
said that they only practiced
once as a team, for which they
traveled to the Ohio State University Ice Rink.
The hockey club continued to change in the 2000s.
Rachel Johnson ’03 joined the
team her freshman year as one
of the team’s first female players. Johnson described 00s era
crowds as “25-50 fans.” Despite

the gathering interest, the team
either disbanded or faded into
obscurity by the mid-2000s.
Over 10 years later, Kenyon
still lacks an ice hockey team.
Johnson told the Collegian
she enjoyed playing ice hockey
on the Hill, and hopes someone
might reinvigorate the tradition. “It was one of my favorite things about being at Kenyon,” she said, noting also its
value as a club sport outside
more “competitive” spheres. “It
was just a group of people who
loved the game and wanted to
find a way to play it.”
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In Be Aggressive, tragedy, cheerleading and comedy collide
PHOTOS BY ANNMARIE MORRISON

From left to right: Ally Merkel ’20, Kyla Spencer ’18 (bottom), Talia Light Rake ’20 (top) and Meredith Rupp ’19 will star in Be Aggressive on Feb. 1, Feb. 2 and Feb. 3 at 8 p.m.
CAMERON MESSINIDES
DIGITAL MANAGER

At the top of Be Aggressive’s
second act, after Laura breaks
the awkward silence of a car
ride with an earful of seahorse
trivia, Leslie says, “You’re not
gonna be one of those people
who fills the quiet spaces with
like, metaphors, are you?” Be
Aggressive, written by Annie Weisman, fills every quiet
space with metaphor, burying questions of death and
loss in the mundane images of
smoothie shops, gopher burrows and cheer practice.
Directed
by
Elizabeth
Carlson-Guerin, visiting assistant professor of drama, for
the Kenyon College Dance,
Drama and Cinema Club
(KCDC), Be Aggressive runs
at the Bolton Theater on Feb.
1, 2 and 3. The play opens in
the seaside California town of
Vista Del Sol. Seventeen-yearold Laura, played by Emma
Daily ’18, must grapple with
the unexpected death of her

mother, who was struck in a
hit-and-run while jogging. In
a play where monologues on
mourning meet spectacularly choreographed cheers, the
performances, especially Daily’s, stand out for their energy
and complexity.
Laura struggles to connect with her buttoned-up
father Phil (Mark Ashin ’18)
and feels ill-equipped to step
into her mother’s shoes for
her little sister Hannah (Nina
Samaan ’20). Looking for solace, Laura turns to cheerleading and finds a new friend in
one of her squadmates, Leslie
(Meredith Rupp ’19).
Tired of playing second fiddle to the other cheerleaders,
the two set their sights on the
Spirit Institute of the South,
a two-week cheerleading program that promises training
and professional achievement.
All Laura and Leslie need
is $1,000, a car and a killer
standing back tuck.
Daily shines in the star-

ring role, equally comfortable a hellish glow on the cheerlampooning a smoothie sales leading squad as they deliver
pitch and conveying Laura’s gory rumors of the hit-andconfusion and frustration. run with unnerving pep. As
She and Rupp develop a com- counterbalance, small details
pelling chemistry that pays on set help to ground the play
off
when
— an everthe second
present famact isolates
With its willing- ily photo reLaura and
minds us of
ness to comLeslie from
the trauma
bine the routine with the that drives
the rest of
the
char- outlandish, Be Aggresthe characacters. Sa- sive addresses a bevy of ters to dark
maan, too, moral gray areas.
humor.
is a magnetWith its
ic presence
willingness
whose smile and verve are to combine the routine with
welcome buoys in a play pre- the outlandish, Be Aggressive
occupied with grief.
addresses a bevy of moral gray
The minimalist produc- areas. Characters lie, cheat
tion, with set design by Chris- and steal to cope with their
topher Ellsworth, technical grief. A controversial freeway
director in the Department of construction project becomes
Dance, Drama and Film, and a centerpiece for some of the
lighting design by Rebecca play’s thorniest questions
Wolf, associate professor of about individualism, materidrama, plays well to Weis- alism and responsibility.
man’s sense of the absurd. EeUnfortunately, the play
rie blue-and-red lighting casts shies away from reckoning

“

with all the questions it raises. At its best, Be Aggressive
asks us to consider how far
its characters will go to chase
their American Dream, and
what they are willing to lose
along the way. But at crucial
moments, the play hits more
cloying notes. A late plot
twist, slightly cheap, leads
Laura and Leslie to a predictable realization. The play’s
conclusion opts for sentiment
over politics.
This production leans into
that sentimentality, doing a
disservice to the many tough
questions it raised in its first
90 minutes. But it did raise
them. With its maze of absurdity and ambiguity, Be Aggressive leaves you questioning who you are cheering for
and why, perhaps, you are
cheering at all.
Be Aggressive will run on
Thursday, Feb. 1, Friday, Feb.
2 and Saturday, Feb. 3 at 8
p.m. in the Bolton Theater.

PHOTOS BY ANNMARIE MORRISON

Pictured left: Nina Samaan ’20 and Emma Daily ’18. Pictured right: Ally Merkel ’20, Emma Daily ’18 (top) Kyla Spencer ’18 (bottom) and Meredith Rupp ’19 in Be Aggressive.
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Poet reflects on his experience as an immigrant, war refugee
Javier Zamora traveled to the United States in order to escape the El Salvadoran Civil War.
ULYSSES YARBER
STAFF WRITER

Poet Javier Zamora writes about his life
through memories of pain and pleasure, using his own experiences to reflect on race,
politics, immigration and the concept of
American greatness. His primarily autobiographical writing flows with an effortless
rhythm of details. Zamora will read in Finn
House on Feb. 5 from his first collection of
poems, Unaccompanied, as well as other
published works that focus on how his migration has affected his life and family.
At the age of nine, Zamora fled El Salvador, his country of birth, and traveled alone
through Central America until he arrived at
the United States border. After he was abandoned by a coyote, a person who transports
immigrants across the United States border,
Zamora made his way into the country.
Zamora tries to represent a voice that
has been so far overlooked in the United
States. “I aim to be seen in a book,” he said.
“To be seen as an undocumented Salvadoran kid.” Zamora’s work reflects on how
refugees, like his family, ended up in the
United States because of the country’s intervention in the Salvadoran Civil War. His
work also criticizes the America First philosophy that has been epoused by President
Donald Trump.
Zamora is specifically critical of the
thinking behind Trump’s immigration policies. “[There is a problem] if you think there
is no room for human beings to immigrate
into the [United States] for any other rea-

son besides the United States being great,”
Zamora said. “I think the idea of greatness
erases the million other reasons why people
may want to come to this country. For Salvadorans, we are coming here for safety.”
Zamora began writing Unaccompanied
during the Obama presidency. “Things were
bad then and now they have gotten worse
for undocumented immigrants,” Zamora
said. As an immigrant and a refugee, he
is conflicted about recent media coverage
about El Salvador, such as the temporary
protected status that grants El Salvadorans
living in the United States temporary citizenship status.
Established in 2001, this status will be
removed from El Salvadorans by 2019, according to the Department of Homeland
Security’s website. “I still feel that a lot of
the news and the headlines are only looking
at El Salvador and El Salvadorans and undocumented immigrants through a lense of
victimhood,” Zamora said. Zamora is glad
that El Salvador is being talked about, but
is wary of how it is represented. Referring
to recent comments from President Trump,
Zamora said,“There is a sense of dehumanization when you enter the national stage
as, for El Salvador, gangster, and it’s now the
worst ‘shithole country.’ It’s weird.”
Zamora takes inspiration from many
mediums. “To spark memories, I use a lot of
things, ranging from books, fiction books,
poetry books, movies, documentaries, different songs,” Zamora said. His poems often take many years to write, involving
multiple revisions after the initial inspira-

COURTESY OF JAVIER ZAMORA

Javier Zamora will read from his poetry collection, Unaccompanied, as well as other
poems included in publications such as The New Yorker and Prairie Schooner.

tion hits the page. “The ones that take longer are the more traumatic ones,” Zamora
said, “the border crossing poems take really
long.”
But Zamora looks to depart from the

personal in his new projects: “I strive to be a
writer that evolves with every book.”
Javier Zamora will be reading selected
works in Cheever Room in Finn House on
Monday, Feb. 5, at 7 p.m.

Peterson Toscano merges faith, gender and environmentalism
DAN NOLAN
ARTS EDITOR

Peterson Toscano voluntarily spent over $30,000 dollars on conversion therapy
and faith-based “ex-gay programs” to try to change his
same-sex orientation for 17
years in the 1980s and 1990s.
For many people, these 17
years would be considered
lost time, something that
they would rather forget.
But Toscano channeled
this experience into his art.
In his affecting, unconventional and comical one-man
performances, Toscano uses
his time in conversion therapy as a jumping-off point
to explore topics like gender,
sexual orientation, religion
and climate change.
When he comes to campus,
Toscano will put on a performance that will encapsulate his experiences entitled
“Everything Is Connected:
An Evening of Stories, Most
Weird, Many True.”
After coming out in 1999,
Toscano became outspoken
about his experiences trying
to suppress his sexual orientation.
His activism quickly grew
to include much more than
his experiences coming out as

The first act of his perfor- the biblical figure Deborah, a
mance will cover Toscano’s woman who is a poet, prophtime in conversion therapy. et, judge and warrior — in
While he considers it a ter- Toscano’s words, “not your
rible experience, he is dedi- typical Jewish mother.”
cated to finding its funniest
Toscano uses Deborah’s
moments.
story to ex“It
was
plain
to
I was shocked
horrible, it
the viewer
to discover
was tragic, it
how gender
was painful that some of the most
should
be
— yet there important people in the
considered
was a lot of
a spectrum,
most important Bible
comedy in
not a binary.
it because it stories are gender non“It shows
was just so conforming.
that
there
wacky,” he
are multiple
said.
ways of bePeterson Toscano
This past
ing female,”
Sunday,
he says in
there was a screening of To- the film.
scano’s film version of his
“You can present it. You
one-man show Transfigura- can identify it. You can take
tions — Transgressing Gen- on the roles in multiple ways.”
der in the Bible in Higley Hall
Auditorium.
Toscano will be at Kenyon
In the beginning of the for a two-day residency on
film, Toscano claims, “I was Feb. 5 and 6. In addition to
shocked to discover that some his lecture on Tuesday, Feb. 6,
of the most important people Canterbury Kenyon Student
in the most important Bible Episcopal Organization will
stories are gender non-con- host a Dinner and Discussion
forming.”
with him on Monday, Feb. 5 at
By playing each charac- 5:30 p.m. at the Parish House,
ter, Toscano shows how blur- and on Tuesday, Feb. 6, Uniring the lines between gender ty House will host a discusroles has a biblical precedent. sion with him at 11:10 a.m. in
The first section is about Peirce Lounge.
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Peterson Toscano will perform “Everything Is Connected: An Evening of Stories, Most Weird, Many True,” on Saturday, Feb. 6.

a gay man. Today, his blend of
performance and lecture incorporates his sexual orientation into biblical studies and
climate change.
These topics may seem disparate, but the underlying
factor that unites them is inequality.
Because bringing comedy

into serious topics like LGBTQ+ issues and Bible scholarship risks offending some
groups, Toscano works to
avoid controversy by targeting himself in his comedy.
“Putting the focus on me and
finding the humor in that
disarms people and it opens
up a discussion,” he said.
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STAFF EDITORIAL

MacLeod’s response
to backlash lacks
accountability
Over the past several days, you may have
heard about James Michael Playwright-inResidence and Professor of Drama Wendy
MacLeod’s play The Good Samaritan. You
may have also encountered the discussion
surrounding the work’s harmful portrayal
of an undocumented Guatemalan minor
and the play’s representation of race and
sexual orientation more broadly. This is not
an editorial about what the play gets wrong
— our readers can make that judgment
themselves. It is about how those wrongs
have been addressed by those in positions
of authority.
As of 5:05 p.m. on Wednesday evening,
the play, which was slated to open in the
spring, has been cancelled. MacLeod cited
Sigmund Freud to address those who offered criticism: “I know some struggled
with script’s satiric elements, but Freud aptly wrote that humor is about ‘bringing the
repressed to light,’” in an email sent to the
student body.
The issue here is not one of repression —
which can be a self-inf licted act — but of
systemic oppression. MacLeod fails to take
responsibility for her role in perpetuating
damaging stereotypes in a time when profound dangers face those who are undocumented immigrants in this country.
MacLeod’s email states that she will no
longer participate in the open forum held
today in the Hill Theater, “... in the hopes
that the community can get to issues larger
than a single play. I welcome the chance to
dialogue with students later, in a less public
format.”
While the sentiment behind this statement may be sincere, it shows a lack of accountability on MacLeod’s part. She is a
lauded figure within the theater community and she holds a privileged position on
this campus. Her absence says accountability can only happen on her terms. What
else does her absence at this forum say to
our Latinx community? What does it say to
those of us who are not part of the Latinx
community?
In an age when the real lives of immigrants are used as bargaining chips in congressional budget meetings, isn’t it time we
take responsibility for our own actions?
The staff edtiorial is written weekly by the executive editors of the Collegian, co-editors-in-chief
Bailey Blaker ’18 and Gabrielle Healy ’18 and managing editor Lauren Eller ’18. You can contact them
at blakerb@kenyon.edu, healyg@kenyon.edu and
ellerl@kenyon.edu, respectively.

Art brings necessary exposure to campus
ELIZABETH IDUMA
COLUMNIST

Cheever House is surprisingly
full for a Friday evening. Sitting in
the front row in a bell-sleeve, white
lace dress with a f lower crown
and combat boots is who I assume
must be Paul Tran. I think to myself, “That is exactly what I want
to wear at my wedding.” Tran then
stands up and says, “Welcome to
my wedding.”
This is the only thing I have in
common with what they articulate
in the next hour. Their poetry covers experiences of incest and rape,
of feeling demonized in your own
body and of allowing yourself the
freedom it takes to love. The word
“monster” is repeated in many of
Paul’s poems and some of the answers they give. It is used both to
describe their attackers and by
these same attackers to describe
them.
Often we do not realize that seeing art to which we have no evident
connection is why we fight for art
to be accessible to all communities. Having a discussion about being transgender in America when
the room is approaching capacity,

the chairs filled with people of all
gender identities, is beneficial in
that it is validating and reassuring for those who can relate, eyeopening for those who cannot and
breathtaking for all. So many people forget that the world in which
they live rotates on an axis and not
around an individual. They get distracted by their personal journey to
self discovery and making sense of
the world in which they live. We
spend so much time searching for
relatable, validating content that
we forget to educate ourselves on
and appreciate learning about the
experiences of people with whom
we have nothing in common.
It is necessary that the Business
and Finance Committee continues
to support groups like the Snowden
Multicultural Center who want to
bring speakers like Paul Tran in,
just as it is important for groups on
campus to continue to expose us to
artists of diverse backgrounds. But
bringing in new speakers is only a
fraction of the battle. That is only
a portion of what it takes to keep
Kenyon away from this isolated,
prestigious liberal arts plague of
thinking. We bask in the mindset

that we know everything because
we are educated to the same standard as the couple thousand people
we have the potential of coming in
contact with.
Culturally diversifying Kenyon’s
campus to a point that it is representative of the country cannot be
done overnight. It cannot be done
in the four years most of us spend
here.
Listening to and engaging with
artists and speakers like Tran is
the only way to gain exposure to
the vast experiences and perspectives that people hold. As a black
person on a predominantly white
campus, it is important for me to
engage with other people of color.
To roughly paraphrase Tran, it’s
nice to know you aren’t the only
one in the world. At the same time,
it should be equally — if not more
— important to interact with people I rarely get the chance to meet.
A conversation with a trans AsianAmerican poet is a great place to
start.
Elizabeth Iduma ’20 is a film major from Silver Spring, Md. You can
contact her at iduma1@kenyon.edu.

DA Question Box: Profs. and Pronouns
CAT MARCH | CONTRIBUTOR

Question: If a professor or another student accidentally misgenders someone during
class discussion and doesn’t realize or correct themselves, how should someone else
who notices respond? Should they try to tactfully find a way to work in the person’s correct pronouns during discussion? Approach the teacher/student after class? I wouldn’t
want to put more pressure on the student who was called by the wrong pronouns.
Let’s start with the more complicated scenario: the professor. For me, it’s much more
intimidating to correct my professors than my peers. However, if I announce my pronouns at the beginning of a semester, I do expect them to be respected. In classroom
discussions, it’s generally best to work the correct pronouns into the conversation. The
sooner you do this, the more likely that the professor will realize their mistake. Phrases
like, “I agree/disagree with what [correct pronouns] said, especially [correct pronouns’]
point about [xyz],” with emphasis on and repeated usage of correct pronouns, should
help. The more you use the correct pronouns, the more likely it is for the professor to
catch on. If the issue continues, depending on your relationship with the student who
is being misgendered, you can ask them after class if there is anything they would like
you to do. Otherwise, it’s best to let us handle the situation ourselves. In terms of other
students misgendering their peers, the professor should be the one to handle that, but
sometimes they don’t notice, either. Yet again, the first step is to (firmly and pointedly)
work the correct pronouns into class discussions. If that doesn’t work and you feel like
your trans peer’s discomfort is impacting their classroom experience, ask them if there’s
anything they need. At the end of the day, it honestly helps just knowing that someone
has noticed and that someone actually cares about our well-being.
Cat March ’19 is an English and women’s and gender studies major from Providence,
R.I. You can reach them at marchc@kenyon.edu.
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Resisting complicity in an age of extremes
NATE ROSENBERG
COLUMNIST

January was a busy month. Besides all the
terrible news that seems to pop up every day —
whether it be our president’s racist comments or
his refusal to impose congressionally mandated
sanctions on Russia — we’ve also marked several milestones. We’ve passed the one-year anniversary of Trump’s inauguration, celebrated
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, and witnessed
another Holocaust Remembrance Day. All of
these events have made me think about resistance and what we can do to oppose Trump and
the Republican congressional agenda.
Jaboukie Young-White, an up-and-coming
comic, made a joke about how, as a queer person
of color, everything he does has become radical
in the age of Trump. He gets up in the morning?
Revolutionary.
While he is overstating reality, his joke shares
parallels with other accounts of living in the face
of prejudice. The Rabbi who bar mitzvahed my
father came of age during the Holocaust. He
had his own bar mitzvah in Auschwitz. In an
experience that none of us can imagine, he kept
his faith and kept living. In times of struggle,
sometimes the most important thing you can
do is to remain true to who you are.
This resilience is very Jewish. From antiquity, constant persecution has hounded the Jews
(the 1492 expulsion of Jews from Spain or treatment of Refuseniks in the former Soviet Union,

to name a few), but they have always kept their
faith and their community.
King’s “Letter from Birmingham Jail”
warns of the white moderate. He defines the
white moderate as one “who is more devoted
to ‘order’ than to justice; who prefers a negative
peace which is the absence of tension to a positive peace which is the presence of justice; who
constantly says: ‘I agree with you in the goal you
seek, but I cannot agree with your methods of
direct action.’” To truly oppose Trump, we must
recognize and speak out against the white moderates in our own society.
The “modern” white moderate is the Jew
who touts their progressive values, but turns a
blind eye to the abuses by Prime Minister of Israel Benjamin Netanyahu and his government.
The white moderate is the Republican in Congress who chastises Trump for his behavior, but
falls in line and votes with his agenda. The white
moderate is the person who says “all lives matter,” but ignores police abuses against people of
color.
The white moderate is still an ingrained part
of our society and it is a dangerous one at that.
King put the white moderate and the white supremacist on comparable levels and he was absolutely right to do so. It’s not enough for people
to live their lives to the fullest extent; we must
critically examine our society and our campus.
Recognizing the white moderate is important, of course, but how do we counteract the

CROSSWORD
ACROSS

1. Printed a story
4. Fights
11. Japanese period of isolationism
12. Ubermensch, translated
13. HPV or HIV
16. Important course for math
majors; also describes 34, 43,
and 51-Across
18. 2,000 pounds
19. Weight compared to
height
20. Informal name for back
muscle
21. Quintessential Midwestern
state
22. An electric fish
23. Ale
26. Collegian arts editor Nolan
27. These four letters will autofill to your favorite procrastination site
30. Base of Babylonian numbers
32. Tropical 2011 animated film
34. One of three introductions
to anthropology
39. Constituent particle of
plasma
40. Bathroom, in London
41. Dayton mayor Whaley
42. Feathery scarf
43. Year-long music course,
required for majors and minors
46. Patriotic uncle
47. Pale
48. Residence south of Old
Kenyon

50. Often-feared food additive
52. Starring Kate McKinnon
and Leslie Jones
53. Poetic adverb; homophone with 58-Down
55. Lead singer of U2
56. “___-___ Baby” (answer
is repeated)
59. New York subway provider
60. “Pioneer woman” Drummond
61. First course for many in art
history department
66. Another word for Shrek’s
partner in crime
67. Portuguese islands in Atlantic
68. “I heard a Fly buzz - when
I d_ _ _”
69. “Flat” star of children’s
books
70. Central Ohio’s only yearround music ensemble

DOWN

1. Sports official, for short
2. Southwestern building material
3. Objects outside human
sense, to an ungrammered
Kantian
4. White fish
5. Eccentric circle
6. Mind-twisting, perhaps
7. Cuisine with shepherd’s pie
and tikka masala
8. “I love” in 67-Across
9. Sun-exposed
10. Facebook or Twitter, e.g.
13. Covered porticoes

inaction and complicity of the white moderate?
I don’t pretend to have all the answers, but I do
know that breaking the silence surrounding
these issues is always a good first step.
Confront the white moderate. Call out hypocrisy. The response, for instance, to the play
The Good Samaritan is an example of this. As
Professor of Spanish Clara Román-Odio said in
an email to the student body, the play is a “lamentable expression of ethnic insensitivity and
evident ignorance of the contributions and value of Latinos to our nation.” People are not staying silent about the controversy and this is key.
And it worked. Wednesday afternoon, Professor MacLeod sent out an email saying that
she had decided to cancel the play. It seems that
MacLeod has taken the criticisms into account
and will work on the play more. She said that
she will “be in conversation with directors and
playwrights from the professional LatinX theater community” which is a good first step. Of
course, this is a step that should have been taken
previously. Professor MacLeod wants to learn
and I can appreciate that. That being said, if she
truly desires to learn about the issues at hand,
she needs to follow through. Adelante has invited her to the panel discussion about the play
and she should go.
Nate Rosenberg ’18 is a religious studies major from Lancaster, Pa. You can contact him at
rosenbergn@kenyon.edu.

Letter to
the Editor
Dear Editors,
I am writing in response to Tommy Johnson’s editorial from January 25 (“A record
for town and gown: The Collegian’s important role”). I agree that the Collegian does
represent more than just the College’s student
body and recognize that it is a “community
fixture … and Gambier’s newspaper,” but
you are missing out on a key element of Village life: the monthly Village Council and
committee meetings. Covering those, as the
Collegian used to until the summer of 2016,
would provide important insight in to the
governance and ordinances of the Village.
The Mount Vernon News no longer covers
these meetings, relying on minutes sent to
them. The Collegian would fill an important void. We welcome all visitors to our
meetings. Times and dates are posted in the
Gambier Post Office and we try to keep up
with that information on our website, villageofgambier.org.
I look forward to seeing you there next
month.
Respectfully,
Betsy Heer
Council Member
Village of Gambier

Cameron Austin
CONTRIBUTOR

14. ____-gown relations
15. Genetic programming
17. Egyptian river
21. Pastoral poem (alternate
spelling)
24. Soft, to a musician
25. An aesthetic approach to
woodcutting
28. Covers with white powder
29. Foams
31. Disgraced skater Harding
32. Basketball ring
33. Acknowledgement of debt
35. Executive producer of all
“Real Housewives”
36. Pertaining to giving birth
37. Smallest Indian state
38. Staple crop in West Africa
44. Othello villain
45. Animate
49. U.S. agency tasked to respond to natural disasters
50. Popular Tex-Mex chain
51. Predecessor to the Nintendo 64
54. Judges
55. 2013 HBO drama, “Behind
the Candela _ _ _ “
57. Function that rounds numbers up to nearest integer
58. “Reader, I married him”
speaker
61. Text message format
62. Possible 61-Down: “Where
____?”
63. For Vitamin C, it is about
100 mg per day
64. Day that’s covered in peanuts and nougat
65. Matrimonial words

Congratulations to Professor Bob Milnikel for solving last week’s puzzle!
Did you finish this crossword? Be the first to email a photo of your finished
crossword to collegian@kenyon.edu for a chance to get a shoutout!

SOLUTIONS FROM LAST ISSUE
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Lords fall out of playoff picture following loss to Wittenberg
Lords basketball remains a half game behind Oberlin and DePauw for 8th seed in NCAC.
NOAH NASH
SPORTS EDITOR

WITTENBERG
KENYON

78
63

Despite a strong first half,
the Lords fell to the Wittenberg Tigers 78-63 on Wednesday night. The Lords, who entered the game 6-13 and 3-9 in
the North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC), were trying to
upset the nationally ranked Tigers, a team that remained undefeated on the year (20-0) with
their victory.

The Lords took advantage of
a relatively flat start by the host
Tigers, jumping out to early
leads of 9-2 and 13-5. Power forward Phil Crampton ’18 came
out particularly hot, making his
first three shots while scoring
seven of those early 13 points.
Despite a Wittenberg run
around the halfway mark of the
first half, the Lords kept it close
and went into the locker room
with just a four point deficit at
38-34.
The dynamics changed in the
second half. The Lords came
out of the locker room with a

flat tire, allowing Wittenberg
to score eight straight points to
open the second half and quickly put Kenyon in a 12-point hole.
The deficit remained near that
size for the rest of the game. The
Lords never got closer than 11
points and were outscored 4029 in the second half to lose the
game 78-63.
While no loss can be considered a positive outcome, there
were a few bright spots for the
Lords. That the Lords were able
to remain competitive with one
of the most successful and talented teams in the country is a

victory in itself and could bode
well as Kenyon quickly approaches the end of the regular
season on the edge of the playoff
picture. Another positive development from Wednesday night
was the offensive play of Crampton. The senior power forward
showed off his offensive versatility against Wittenberg, hitting
a three pointer and a couple of
fadeaway jumpers from the post
to finish with 15 points.
With the loss, the Lords fell
to 3-10 in the NCAC, which puts
them a half game behind DePauw for the final playoff spot.

With just six games remaining
on the schedule, the Lords need
to kick into a higher gear in order to extend their season past
Feb. 17.
The Lords will next play on
Saturday afternoon, when they
will travel to Delaware, Ohio
to take on Ohio Wesleyan University. Following that game,
they will return home to host
Oberlin College on Feb. 7. With
Oberlin just a half game ahead
of Kenyon with a record of 3-9,
a victory for the Lords over the
Yeomen would significantly
boost Kenyon’s playoff chances.

Assistant coaches fill myriad of roles to aid Lords and Ladies
Coach Korinek serves as a mentor to the Ladies after a successful four-year playing career.
NOAH NASH
SPORTS EDITOR

Eight current Kenyon head coaches have won at least one Coach of the
Year award in their Kenyon careers.
But there are no awards for assistant
coaches, who are often unsung heroes of their teams.
“I think if you looked at all of our
assistant coaches, you would find a
whole assortment of responsibilities,
from coaching, to advising, to counseling, to being a liaison between the
team and the head coach,” Interim
Director of Athletics Amy Williams
’88 said.
Kenyon employs 24 full-time assistant coaches, and each of them
plays a role in team training and development. Assistant coaches are responsible for general team logistics,
planning individual workouts and
conducting drills during practice.
“I think most of our head coaches
would say that in terms of the recognition brought upon the program,
the assistant coaches are a big part of
that in respect to the roles they play
on a daily basis,” Williams said.

Morgan Korinek ’12, assistant
women’s basketball coach, is one of
these coaches. She is also one of a
number of athletic staff that are former Kenyon athletes.
Korinek, who played for four
years as a member of the team she
now coaches, is halfway through her
fourth season as a coach at Kenyon.
She is among the top 10 in nine different statistical categories in the Kenyon record book and has the highest steals per game rate of any player
in Ladies history. Korinek is on the
same coaching staff as Head Coach
Suzanne Helfant, who was her head
coach during her collegiate career
from 2009 to 2012.
One of Korinek ’s primary in-season duties is managing the scouting
report for the Ladies. Korinek estimates that she handles about 90 percent of the scouting for the Ladies and
spends several hours per day looking
at film and analyzing upcoming opponents for the team. Korinek also
runs the Ladies’ film sessions.
But Korinek ’s duties go well beyond those responsibilities. In season, she takes care of all the travel

NOAH NASH

Coach Korinek shouts words of encouragement during an offensive drill in practice.

details for the team by planning the
itinerary on road trips. Korinek is
also responsible for coordinating
meals and making hotel arrangements when necessary.
During games, while Head Coach
Helfant is often focused on the overall game plan, Korinek is responsible for writing up out-of-bounds
plays and calling out switches on defense
None of these duties measure in
Korinek ’s mind to what she considers
the most critical part of being an assistant coach. “Knowing the pulse of
the team — that is an important part
of being an assistant coach, as the
head coach is a little more removed,”
Korinek said. “It is the part of coaching that does not get talked about,
and it is the part of coaching I enjoy
the most. I played for the same coach,
so I have been in their shoes.”
Williams stressed the importance
of assistant coaches in cultivating
meaningful relationships both on
and off the playing field. “Relationships are huge in our profession, so
absolutely a priority for us is to make
sure they build those relationships
around campus,” Williams said.
She encourages all of her coaches
to leave their comfort zone and be a
part of the Kenyon community. She
said that many of them have an impact in the community beyond just
their teams. Several coaches teach
in the physical education program at
the Kenyon Athletic Center.
While the swimming and diving teams have two practices during
the week in season, Senior Assistant
Coach Fernando Rodriguez ’04 and
Assistant Coach Tracy Menzel ’09
work long hours beyond those practices. While the swimmers do not
have to come to every practice during
the week, Rodriguez and Menzel are
on the deck for seven hours per day.
Each coach gets one off morning during the week. In addition,
the coaches organize travel logistics, alumni events and high school
recruiting. Rodriguez also teaches a
human performance lab during the

spring semester. “It’s more than a
full-time job, for sure,” Rodriguez
said. “In a typical job, you’re working
nine to five. We work for a lot longer
than that.”
Williams says that the College
tends to look for assistant coaches
who are “up and comers” in the industry, which usually means that a
number of the assistant coaches have
between one and five years of collegiate coaching experience before
they come to Kenyon. After four to
five years of coaching at Kenyon,
many assistant coaches will move on
to higher-paying positions, like head
coaching or an administrative position at other schools.
Williams, who swam as a member
of the Ladies team during her four
years at the College, spent 14 years
as a collegiate level coach, including
some time as an assistant swimming
coach at Kenyon. After six years as
the head swimming coach at Trinity
College (Conn.), Williams returned
to Kenyon athletics in an administrative role and is in her 17th year back.
Korinek hopes to advance further
in the field of coaching. “I definitely
see myself wanting to be a head coach
one day, because coaching is my career path,” Korinek said. “It’s what I
want to do for the rest of my life. But
I love it here at Kenyon. I find real
value in what I do, giving back to the
program I was a part of as an athlete.
And whatever I put into the team I
get back tenfold.”
While a head coaching position
is often a more lucrative and recognizable position than serving as an
assistant coach, Williams quickly
pointed out how necessary assistant
coaches are to their teams and the
Kenyon athletics program.
“For our head coaches, when they
earn accolades, they are very, very
quick to say that they want to recognize their full staff, that the award
should be the coaching staff of the
year,” Williams said. “I think that
is indicative of the impact that our
assistant coaches have on our program.”
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Lords swimming and diving beats OWU and Ohio Northern by double digit points as they prepare for a deep postseason run.

Lords eye postseason after two-win weekend

After dominating OWU and Ohio Northern, Lords lose to Cincinnatti.
PETER DOLA
SPORTS EDITOR

Lords swimming and diving
concluded January with two wins
against Ohio Wesleyan University and Ohio Northern University and one loss against University of Cincinnati. The Lords now
hold a 3-4 record heading into the
North Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC) tournament.
The Lords dominated Ohio
Wesleyan 153-79, placing first in
nearly every event held at the James
A. Steen Aquatics Center.
They started with a victory in
the 200-yard medley relay as the
team of sophomores Ben Baturka,
Tommy Weiss, Kieran Allsop and
Reilly Shields touched the wall first.
Two seconds later, their senior Lord
counterparts Alex Swaim, Matthew Cooper, Matt Leenhouts and
Doni Moffa finished. Kenyon relay teams also finished third and
fourth in this race.
The Lords also found victories
in the 1,000-, 200- and 50-yard

freestyle races. Gabriel Bellott-McGrath ’18, Fielding Fischer ’21 and
Baturka finished first in each race,
respectively.
The Lords also found success in
the diving competitions when Ryder Sammons ’19 finished on top of
the competition scoring more than
270 points in both one- and threemeter diving.
It was more of the same for the
Lords against Ohio Northern University as they cruised to an even
more dominant 179-64 win. Once
again, the Lords won nearly every
event.
The Lords started off strong
when the same 200-yard medley
relay teams came in first and second, respectively.
Eamonn Keenan ’21 continued the Lords’ winning ways in
the 200-yard individual medley race, touching the wall with a
1:57.18 time. Carter Brzezinski ’20
touched the wall less than one second later.
In the 100-yard butterfly, the
Lords finished 1-2-3 with Cooper,

Shields and Tim Hagemeister ’21
touching the wall within seconds
of one another. The Lords also finished 1-2-3 in the 100-yard freestyle.
The Lords continued their dominance of the meet when Swaim
and David Fitch ’21 met at the finish line. Both recorded a time of
52.08 in the 100-yard backstroke.
Kenyon failed to finish first
in just two events, the 100-yard
breaststroke and the three-meter
dive. In the 100-yard breaststroke,
Ohio Northern’s Anthony Ferrell just edged out Michael Bartholomew ’20, touching the wall a
millisecond before Bartholomew.
The Lords found less success
against Division I (D-I) opponent
Cincinnati, which is ranked 53rd
in the country in D-I swimming, as
they lost 219-81.
The Lords did manage to win
two events, however, in the 100yard backstroke and 200-yard freestyle relay. In the 100-yard backstroke, Baturka found the Lords’
first win, finishing the race with a

time of 50.75, besting the secondplace finisher by just under one
second. The 200-yard freestyle relay team of Fitch, Weiss, Weston
Carpenter ’19 and Shields clocked a
time of 1:25.27 to notch the Lords’
second win of the night.
Kenyon will now go on a twoweek hiatus as they prepare for the
NCAC championship.
“With the NCAC tournament
fast approaching, the swim teams
training regime has transitioned
into what we call taper,” Moffa explained. “Over the course of one to
two weeks we gradually taper our
yardage down from around five
miles a day to less than one mile, so
that we perform at our best during
the NCAC tournament.”
“Our main goal for the NCAC
tournament is to qualify as many
swimmers as possible for NCAA so
that we can put together a competitive lineup and bring home a national title,” Moffa said.
The NCAC tournament will
take place between Feb. 14 and 17
at Denison University.

In 2010, the Ladies track team
finished third at
the Lid-Lifter Invitational while
breaking a nineyear-old Kenyon 4x400 meter relay record.
This was the Ladies’ best finish
at the relays “in
recent memory,” according
to a 2010 issue
of the Collegian.

Ladies improve to 4-3 ahead of NCAC, NCAA tournaments
Kenyon earned victories in all 13 events, dismantling OWU and Ohio Northern University.
ADAM SCHWAGER
SPORTS ASSISTANT

The Ladies swimming and
diving team finished their
dual meet season this weekend with victories against
Ohio Northern University
and Ohio Wesleyan University on Friday, and a loss at the
University of Cincinnati on
Saturday.
These meets improved
their record to 4-3 on the season and helped them remain
number one in the Division
III (D-III) College Swimming Coaches Association of
America.
Friday night was emotional
for senior Ladies Cecina Babich Morrow, Ren DeBrosse,
Kanchi Desai, Julie Dierker,
Sally Huizinga, Sam Palicz,
Sophia Kuvan and Julia Wilson. The event marked the

last dual meet the group will
swim at the Steen Aquatic
Center. .
“This group of people is so
much more than just a team,”
Palicz said. “It has been an
honor to represent Kenyon
swimming for the past four
years.”
During the joint dual meet,
the Ladies competed in 13
scored events and won all of
them. Kanchi Desai ’18 was
one of the seniors who propelled the Ladies with two
victories in two
different
events, the endurance testing
1,000-yard freestyle and the
100-yard backstroke sprint.
Kuvan was also successful
with a win in the 100-yard
freestyle and a win in the 200yard medley relay with teammates Caitlin Foley ’19, Hannah Orbach-Mandel ’19 and
Marysol Arce ’19.

For the diving team, Madeline Carlson ’19 won the
one-meter dive with a score
of 230.15 and the three-meter
dive with a score of 237.30.
These two victories make
the Ladies undefeated in DIII play entering the North
Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC) Championships on
Feb. 14 at Denison University.
As of Wednesday, a total of
17 swimming events and two
diving events will have Ladies
top-seeded during the conference championship.
On Saturday, the Ladies
competed against Division
I competition at Cincinnati
and lost by a score of 21387. The meet was personally
successful for Crile Hart ’21,
however, as she was one of
the only two Ladies to win an
event, taking home first place
in 100-yard backstroke, the

ERYN POWELL

Ladies beat OWU and Ohio Northern before falling to D-I Cincinatti.

200-yard backstroke and the
200-yard individual medley.
The only other Lady to win an
event at Cincinnati was Orbach-Mandel in the 200-yard
freestyle.
Although the Ladies dual
meet season is over, they now
can look ahead to Granville

and the NCAC championships, where they will be the
heavy favorites. “It was hard
to say goodbye to people I
have been so close with for
four years, but we still have
a lot more we want to accomplish this season,” Huizinga
said.

